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SYNTHÈSE :

Nous présentons dans cette note un algorithme permettant de traiter des
problèmes à surface libre mis en place dans le code N3S. Les surfaces libres sont
représentées par des marqueurs se déplaçant dans un maillage. La surface libre est
supposée se trouver à l'intérieur de chacun des éléments contenant les marqueurs, et
qui touche au moins un'élément ne contenant pas de marqueur. Le maillage est ensuite
ajusté localement pour coïncider avec la surface libre. Après une description des
équations de base et des méthodes de résolution de N3S, nous présentons l'algorithme
de surface libre. Les résultats obtenus pour des problèmes industriels de remplissage de
moules à deux et trois dimensions sont présentés.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

In this paper, we present a free surface algorithm which was implemented in the
N3S code. Free surfaces are represented by marker particles which move through a
mesh. It is assumed that the free surface is located inside each element that contains
markers and surrounded by at least one element with no marker inside. The mesh is
then locally adjusted in order to coincide with the free surface which is well defined by
the forefront marker particles. After describing the governing equations and the N3S
solving methods, we present the free surface algorithm. Results obtained for
two-dimensional and three-dimensional industrial problems of mould filling are
presented.
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A free surface algorithm in the N3S finite
element code for turbulent flows*
B. ABBES*1-2) T. BIDOTW B. NITROSSO^ G. POT*3)
(1) SIMTJLOG, 1 Rue James Joules - 78286 Guyancourt Cedex France
(2) LPMTM-CNRS, Paris-*/!/ University,
Avenue J.-B. Clement - 93430 Villetaneuse France
(3) EDF, 6 quai Watier - 78401 Chatou France

1 Introduction
Incompressible free surface fluid flows are very important in many techno-
logical applications in which mouving fluid interfaces play a dominant role.
Such applications include water waves, mould filling process and many other
areas in engineering and science. The solution of these problems can rarely
be obtained analytically, therefore the numerical approximation is the only
way to get solutions. A lot of works have been achieved by researchers
in variety of fields after the Los Alamos pioneering works. Floryan and
Rasmussen [1] presented a review of various numerical algorithms for the
analysis of such flows.

* This work was partially funded by the European Commission through ESPRIT
project EUROPORT (EP8421)



In general, there are three approaches in the numerical analysis of these
problems : the Lagrangian method, the Eulerian method and mixed method,
ie, Eulerian-Lagrangian method. In the former method, a liquid region is
subdivided into a structured or unstructured mesh and each cell or ele-
ment is deformed according to the liquid motion. Therefore, the mesh zone
is identified with the liquid region for all times. Therefore, a rezoning or
remeshing procedure is needed to avoid the serious distorsion of cells or
elements.
In the Eulerian method, the mesh remains fixed and the liquid region moves
on the mesh changing in shape. The identity between the mesh zone and
the liquid region is not maintained. Therefore, an additionnai method is
needed to represent the liquid region in this formulation. Several methods
have been proposed for that purpose, such as the volume of fluid (VOF)
method [2] and the marker particle method [3].
A mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian method combines both types of methods.
The Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method (ALE) [4] is a good illustrative
example of these methods.
Among these techniques, the marker particle method has been chosen for
the present work because of the simplicity of the algorithm, the wide ap-
plicability of the method and the fact that we can use the characteristics
algorithm which is available in the N3S code for tracking markers. The
idea is to spread virtual particles over all regions occupied by liquid. The
particles have no quantifiable properties as mass or energy and serve only as
"markers" for fluid regions. The computational procedure consists in mov-
ing each particle according to the liquid velocity at its position. The velocity
field in liquid is determined by solving the governing flow equation on the
region composed of the cells or elements containing particles. The location
and the form of a free surface are recognized by observing the computer plot
of marker distribution. Most of the software able to simulate free surface
flows use finite difference algorithms on structured meshes and therefore,
they cannot suitably simulate such flows in an industrial complex geome-
try. To achieve this aim, a common research project on the simulation of
mould filling process involving RENAULT, The French Electricity Company
(EDF/DER), SIMULOG and LPMTM Laboratory of Paxis-XIII Univer-
sity was initiated by the French Research and Technology Ministry in 1991.
The free surface algorithm was implemented within the N3S code which
is a fluid mechanics software package based on the finite element method.
It can handle 2D, axisymmetrical and 3D arbitrary complex geometries in
a variety of industrial applications. N3S computes turbulent flows based
on the Navier-Stokes equations. It includes capabilities for the analysis of
thermal phenomena in flow systems. It is developed by the Research and
Development branch of Electricité de France and SIMULOG [5].



2 Governing Equations
We first present the general governing equations for the time dependent
flows of incompressible Newtonian fluids. In a closed domain fi whose
boundary is F, these equations are

s - »
where p is the fluid density, v» the velocity components, p the pressure, v
the kinematic viscosity of the fuid, vt the eddy viscosity and gi the gravity.
A standard k — e model is used for turbulence modelling, where the eddy
viscosity is related to the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate
e. To impose boundary conditions, we assume that T can be divided into
three parts with no common interior points Tv, Tt and Tw so that we use
three quinds of conditions

• on Tv (inlet) : Vj = v,a

• on rt (outlet) : Tt = {-pSy + p(u + vt) (fj + g ) } n j = 0

• on Fw (wall)
Virii = 0

2
= - pu.

with the associated wall law
y+ = lejî.
£ = 2.5/0(7(1 + 0.4y+) + 7.8 {l - exp ( - £ ) - £esp(-0.33y+)}

where n» and T,- are the components of the normal and tangential unit vec-
tors, Ti the stress vector components, K the von Karman constant and tt,
the friction velocity.

3 Discretization
The time discretization is performed by splitting the operators. The time
axis is divided into a set of segments with a short length of At, and the
calculation is proceeding by advancing time by At. The time discretization
of the Navier-Stokes equations listed in the precedent section is given by
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where superscripts n and n +1 refer to the time instant tn and tn+1 respec-
tively, Vi is the result of the following pure advection equation

TT + ̂ g - <5>
«i(si,*B) = t>iB(x0 (6)

The advection step is solved by a characteristics algorithm introducing
a natural upwinding. Finite element space discretization based on two-
dimensional triangular elements or three-dimensional tetrahedron elements
is used for the diffusion and propagation steps. The resulting generalized
Stokes problem is solved using a preconditioned Uzawa or Chorin algorithm.
Linear systems are solved by direct method or sophisticated conjugate gra-
dient algorithm with sparse or frontal matrix storage minimizing computa-
tional time and memory load.

3.1 General algorithm for the free surface traking
The computational domain, which means the whole of liquid-air region,
is subdivided into finite elements and the mesh remains globaly fixed but
we shall see later that it can be locally adjusted to approximate the free
surface. Massless particles are spread over all liquid regions. These particles,
called markers, do not contribute to the dynamic of liquid and only serve
to represent liquid regions. Suppose that the marker distribution and the
velocity field at a certain time instant tn are given. Then, the computation
procedure to simulate the free surface motion is as follows

1. Three types of elements are considered (fig.l)

• an empty element which contains no markers,

• a fluid element which contains several markers, and is adjacent
to no empty elements,

• a surface element which contains markers, and adjoins one or
more empty elements.



The region constitued of liquid and surface elements is regarded as a
liquid region and the free surface, which is physically a line consisting
of the forefront markers, is a polygonal line composed of the common
sides of empty and surface elements which can be ajusted to deal with
the computed free surface.

empty élément

surface element

__ approximate
free surface
marker

Figure 1: Three types of elements and approximate free surface

2. The governing flow equations are solved in the liquid region to determine
the velocity field.

3. The velocity of the marker is calculated at its position, by interpolating
the nodal velocities in the element containing the marker, using the
area coordinate of the triangular element. Then, the marker is moved
according to

X i
n + 1 = xin + Vin+l At

where Xjn is the current position of the marker, Xjn+1 its position at
the end of the current time, Vjn+1 its velocity.

4. The search of marker positions is performed by using the marker area
coordinates in the triangular elements. If the coordinates are non neg-
ative, the marker is considered to exist inside the triangular element
or on one of the three sides of the element. Otherwise the marker is
located outside the element. The next element will then be examined.
The element-by-element calculation of the area coordinates for each
marker yields a map of marker distribution at a time instant.

5. A filling element criterion based on the marker distribution is then used
to locate a point inside each surface element. The common vertex of
both a surface element and an empty element is then moved to approx-
imate the free surface which is well known by the markers position. A
test of the degenerated elements is done to ensure a minimum quality
of the mesh (fig.2).
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Figure 2: New free surface after deforming mesh

4 Application to mould filling
In order to test the above algorithm, we present an application to the filling
of casting mould. The problem is to observe the evolution of the molten
metal in complex geometries and to predict thermal distribution at the end
of the filling process. The temperature cards obtained are then used to pre-
dict defaults in molded pieces. Figures 3 and 4 present the results obtained
by the present method in two-dimensional and three-dimensional config-
urations respectively. The material properties used in the analysis were
p = 5695.0§, n = 0.0035&f and V2d = 1^, Vu = 0.1*. The main result
in the first case is where and how the flow hits the bump. If we combine
the flow with thermal conduction in the mould we should observe a non-
homogeneous thermal field in the mould which perturbs the solidification
process acting after the end of the filling. The coupling of both free surface
tracking algorithm and thermal conduction in solid should provide results
for the simulation of such problems.

5 Parallel computing
The main advantage of this algorithm stands in the use of unstructured
meshes which allows the simulation of flows in very complex geometries
such as the ones Industry is faced with every day. Even using adequate and
powerful numerical methods, the simulation of such very complex configu-
rations needs a large amount of computing power.

The parallelisation of the whole N3S software is currently being achieved
in the European Europort-1 HFCN3S project which will end at the begin-
ning of 1996. With heavy computer demanding industrial calculations as an
ultimate goal, the free surface module was developped with the purpose of
being integrated in the vectorised and parallel versions of N3S. The paral-
lelisation strategy used in the HPCN3S project targets the largest possible
range of parallel computers. It uses a domain decomposition approach and



the portability is achieved by means of a portable message passing library.
The parallelisation of the free surface module will benefit from the experi-
ence gained in the parallelisation of the characteristics method.

6 Conclusion
The finite element method on unstructured meshes has been applied to the
numerical simulation of two-dimensional and three-dimensional mould fill-
ing process. The proposed simulation method has two key features. One is
the use of unstructured meshes to represent industrial complex geometries.
The other is the particle representation of liquid regions, which makes it
easy to treat numerically the arbitrary deformation of liquid regions. The
numerical examples has demonstrated the usefulness of the present method.
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Figure 3: simulation of 2D mould filling : (a) t=0.3s, (b) t=0.5s

Figure 4: simulation of 3D mould filling : (a) t=0.8s, (b) t=1.5s


